While the role of attention in determining the neural fate of unattended emotional items has been investigated in the past, it remains unclear whether bottom-up and top-down factors have differential effects in shaping responses evoked by such stimuli. To study the effects of bottom-up and top-down factors on the processing of neutral and fearful faces, we employed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while participants performed attentional tasks that manipulated these factors. To probe the impact of top-down mechanisms on the processing of face distractors, target letters either had to be found among several distinct nontarget letters (attentional load condition) or among identical nontarget letters (baseline condition). To probe the impact of bottom-up factors, we decreased the salience of the targets by reducing their size and contrast relative to baseline (salience condition). Our findings revealed that bottom-up and top-down manipulations produced dissociable effects on amygdala and fusiform gyrus responses to fearful-face distractors when task difficulty was equated. When the attentional load of the main task was high, weaker responses were evoked by fearful-face distractors relative to baseline during the early trials. By contrast, decreasing target salience resulted in increased responses relative to baseline. The present findings suggest that responses evoked by unattended fearful faces are modulated by several factors, including attention and stimulus salience. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Introduction
During visual perception, it has been proposed that both task-relevant and task-irrelevant objects compete for limited processing resources (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grossberg, 1980) . Because the processing capacity of the perceptual system is limited (Broadbent, 1958) , selective attention to objects relevant to current behavior impacts on the processing of task-irrelevant distractors. Indeed, a fundamental issue in the study of selective attention concerns the extent to which distractors are processed (Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Treisman, 1960) . In general, both bottom-up and top-down factors determine the extent of distractor processing (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grossberg, 1980) . Bottom-up mechanisms reflect sensory stimulation, such as stimulus salience. Previous studies have demonstrated that if a salient distractor is presented in a display, the search time for a target will increase relative to the presence of a nonsalient distractor (Eltiti, Wallace, & Fox, 2005; Mounts, 2005; Theeuwes, 2005; Yantis & Jonides, 1990) . The increase of the search time suggests that salience biases the processing in favor of the distractor and thereby impairs target performance. Distractor processing is also determined via topdown processes, such as attention, reflecting the requirements of the "main" task. For example, if the "load" of the main task is high, most resources will be applied towards its processing. As a result, few resources, or possibly none, will be available for the processing of task-irrelevant items outside the focus of attention (Lavie, 1995) .
Fearful expressions serve as important social signals, potentially conveying the source of threat-related information. Psychophysiological studies have shown that participants exhibit fast, involuntary responses to threat-related stimuli (Globisch, Hamm, Esteves, &Öhman, 1999; Öhman, Esteves, & Soares, 1995) . Because of such biological significance, several studies have suggested that task-irrelevant fearful faces are processed "automatically", largely independent of attention (Anderson, Christoff, Panitz, De Rosa, & Gabrieli, 
